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Title ¿ Please ensure this is identical in the manuscript and in the submission system-corrected

Title - Please use sentence case in the title (capitalise only the first word, and proper nouns), both in the manuscript file and the submission system (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals)-amended

Author email addresses ¿ Please, if possible, give a different email address for each author, on the title page, beneath the corresponding author details-done

Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Introduction, Case presentation, Conclusions. Please remember to also update the abstract details on the submission page-amended

CASE REPORT - Please rename to 'Case presentation'-done

Conclusions - Please insert a Conclusions section after the Discussion-done

Conflict of Interest -> Competing interests-done

Abbreviations - Please place this section before the 'Competing interests'-done.

Consent - Please place this section after the 'Authors' contributions-done

Author¿s contributions -> Authors' contributions-done

References - The reference list should contain all authors¿ names, if there are 30 or below. The term ¿et al.¿ should not be used-done
Please make sure that the figure legend section has the heading `Figure legends-done`

References - References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in brackets. Please cite references 8, 5 and 4 in the correct locations. corrected

Figure order - done
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